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In the distant past, life was pretty harsh - most work was manual labor, medicine was primitive and

there was little law & order - the perfect opening to religions that promised an easy afterlife. Life was

mocked as sin, "up there" awaited a magical land of plenty. These religions kept us weak, God

made in the image of the local King reduced followers down to slaves/servants, down on their knees

begging for mercy and seeking pity. This book asks for a paradigm change - are we still weak? Do

we still think we can just run away from problems? This book is for the Strong, the Warrior, for those

who see Life as a Great Gift from God, God as our Teacher, as we build the paradise right here on

Earth and make Her Proud of us! Create and build a great Future for all life on earth. Only

Reincarnation gives us such an opportunity.
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I believe in reincarnation and in karma and I'm a Christian. This book actually made me take a step

back and observe my life. We all have lessons in each of our lives we need to learn. In some lives

we do not learn those lessons and they carry on into the next one through karma. I actually never

thought about it in the way the way the author talked about it.I also never thought about what I could



do for God. We all think about what He can do in our lives and in many ways we forget to ask Him

about what we can do for Him. Take a look at this book and open your mind to cleaning out the

negative and bring in the good karma!

I enjoy reading about other religions and the I find the discussion of karma and reincarnation to be

an interesting one. This author certainly brings it down to a very basic level and this book could

serve as a primer for those who want to be introduced to these subjects.However I think this book

could have been a lot stronger. It would have been enhanced by being about a third as long as it is,

as it is extremely repetitive, to the point where I was skimming the back half of the book. Also, it

comes down strongly on Christianity and I think would have been better presented as a

compare/contrast of the two religions rather than a right/wrong discussion.It does makes strong

points--over and over again--but does provide some thought-provoking concepts to consider no

matter what your religion.

Dharma has written a book that is well worth reading. I think he is correct in that he says Hinduism

is not a religion. It is an ethic which he excellently presents. I have not read a more riviting and

compelling and able presentation.However, as a Christian I do not accept most of his either/or

situtions and neither do I accept his portrayal of Christianity. For eample, he is either unaware of or

has not fully understood the holiness emphasis in many Christian groups such Mehodism which

follows john Wesley who presented the Chritian life as a life of love and works. He and his folowers

have left a legacy of hospitals and colleges throughout the world.However, I have totlly enjoyed

Dharma's presentation of Hinduims. I have learned a lot.J. Robert Ewbank author "John Wesley,

Natural Man, and the Isms" "Weslely's Wars" and "To Whom It May Concern"

The Power & Intelligence of Karma & ReincarnationBy: DharmaClink Street PublishingCopy

Courtesy of Goodreads GiveawayReviewed By: tkEnlightening, powerful, defining narration that is

clearly from a highly intelligent mind.An incredible walk along the path of blind faith.Most of us have

been taught from a young age how to worship, when and where we pray, which church to go to and

which faith to follow. As we get older and mature questions will be asked and most never sufficiently

answered on just who is this supreme being, and how do we know what is expected from us.Being

raised Catholic I have always had issues in believing that all our questions will be answered when

we pass from this world to the next. What about right now in this moment, when we are suffering

and lacking guidance? Some will move forward making the right choices for them as individuals.



Others will remain stagnant, and wait for direction that may never com.When it comes to religion,

what if we're all wrong?Will this book answer those questions? No, however for many people it will

help you focus on what is important to you, and give you a valid reason why you think and feel the

way you do. To explore your soul and hopefully fin some of those answers have always been inside

of you the whole time.Anyone with any doubt where you belong, suppressed or otherwise this is for

you. 5/5

I was excited to get this book and I hoped it would help me understand Hinduism and - by

association - Christianity. But it did so much more than that. It helped me view my life and my

purpose on Earth in a whole new light. It has helped me piece together and connect the dots

between my spiritual being and my scientific mind.This book is definitely not for everyone. The

reason I gave it 4-stars instead of 5 is because it comes across as extremely "preachy", incredibly

biased, and too often repetitive. However, this is a religious/spiritual book so I didn't expect a book

of hard facts and history.It's an amazing book and if you have an open mind to new ways of life,

then this is a great book to pick up.**I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review.**

Given To Me For ReviewThe Power & Intelligence of Karma & ReincarnationThe Power &

Intelligence of Karma & Reincarnation by Dharma is a very interesting book. This book is very deep

and enlightening to anyone who is truly interested in the philosophies of reincarnations. A very

informative 5 star read and I highly recommend it to everyone.
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